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Violent Activities on Rise, Explosion Leaves One Injured 
The Election Commission (EC) has informed that most of the preparations 

for Constituent Assembly (CA) elections have been completed. Chief 

Election Commission of the EC Nilkantha Upreti announced distribution of 

voter Identity Cards from eastern region. In the meantime, the boycott 

activities carried out by CPN-M led alliance have turned violent. The group 

which has announced that markets and vehicles would be allowed to 
operate in the second day of the strike, the protestors torched vehicles 

and hurled bombs on charge of defying its bandh. Reports of attack on 

vehicles by bandh enforcers from midnight have been received. A 

passenger bus heading towards Kathmandu from Sarlahi has been torched 

in Chitwan while a vehicle used by poll candidate was torched in 
Rupandehi.  

 

Point 29 of the CA election Code of Conduct (CoC) prohibits carrying arms 

and ammunitions and demonstrating with chemical or poisonous objects 

or sharp weapons like lathi, spear, khukuri and weapons which pose risks. 
The EC had said that the election CoC would be applied also to groups 

which have announced boycott of elections. The groups, including CPN-M 
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have intensified election boycott campaigns by planting explosive devices 

in various places and creating spreading terror among locals.  

 
The CCCE received 33 incidents of violation of election CoC today. Out of 

which, 14 incidents are against point 30 and 12 against point 29 of 

election CoC.  

 

One 4-year-old Abhishek Lama was injured when an unidentified group 
hurled petrol bomb at a moving microbus in Lalitpur. Major political 

parties UCPN-M, NC and UML which are busy in their election campaigns 

have also been targeted by different groups. Bomb disposal team of Nepal 

Army defused the explosive device found in the house of UML poll 

candidate from constituency no. 6 Bhim Acharya and UCPN-M party office 

in Inaruwa Municpality-3 in Sunsari. An unidentified group vandalized the 
building of UML village committee party office in Okhaldhunga. Nepal 

army defused the suspicious object found in Manthali VDC-8 in 

Ramechhap. An unidentified group hurled petrol bomb at the pick-up van 

heading towards the NC assembly in Bidur from Kakani VDC in Nuwakot.  

Shoe shop belonging to Tirtha Pandey in Ghorahi Municipality of Dang 
incurred minor damage when an unidentified group detonated sutali 

bomb. Nepal Army defused sutali bomb in Kapilbastu. 

 

Likewise, three 

sutali bombs 
planted by 

unidentified group in 

Kirtipur along the 

Bhajani-Sukhad 

road section in 

Darakh VDC-1 were 
defused by Nepal 

Army in Kailali. In 

Kapilbastu, an 

unidentified group torched the Maruti car belonging to Sadhbhawana 

(Mahato) poll candidate from Kapilbastu-3 Gayaddin Kurmi when it was 
parked at his house in Butwal Municipality-3. A case of pubic offence has 

been lodged against four cadres of Manch-affiliated Federal Limbuwan 

State Council (FLSC) and CPN-M on charge of being involved in anti-

election activities in Dhankuta.  An unidentified group detonated two 

bombs in Gajraula of Krishnapur VDC-5 in Kanchanpur. A bomb went off 
in Jhaputar of Kahunshivapur VDC-1 in Tanahun.  

 

Parties Violate Election Code 

Political Parties 
CoC Violation No. 

Total 
29 30 32 35 39 65 

Others 9 4         13 

UCPN(Maoist)   4 1   1   6 

CPN-Maoist 2 4         6 

Nepali Congress 1 2 1     1 5 

CPN(UML)       1   1 2 

Madheshi Janaadhikar 
Forum, Nepal     1       1 

Total 12 14 3 1 1 2 33 
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Point 30 of the CA election CoC prohibits obstruction by political parties in 

the programs organized by opposition parties while point 32 restricts use 

of children in election assemblies. These two points of election CoC have 
been found violated in maximum numbers by political parties. Member of 

UML village party committee Narsingh Bahadur Khadka of Nerpa VDC-5 

was attacked with Khukuri by NC cadres during election campaign in 

Khotang. Meanwhile, all political parties in the district have expressed 

commitment not to use children and schools in their election campaign in 
Khotang. UCPN-M, NC and UML continued to hold election assemblies in 

school in Taplejung. Teachers in Taplejung are busy in soliciting votes 

for candidates of parties they are associated with. The District 

Administration Office in Syangja has urged the parties to strongly follow 

the election code of conduct. Poll candidates of parties have used vehicles 

against the election CoC without taking permission from the election office 
in Sindhuli. UCPN-M, NC and MJF-Loktantrik have pasted posters against 

the election CoC in Bardiya.  

 

CPN-M cadres obstructed UCPN-M cadres to campaign for election 

threatening them with weapons in Dailekh. UML cadre Sher Bahadur 
Thapa Magar was beaten up by NC cadre in Singasen VDC-7 in Dailekh.  

 

The EC, which informed that security situation was tightened to make the 

elections successful, has taken actions. Police arrested some persons in 

Morang, Ilam, Kailali, Saptari, Baitadi, Bajura districts on charge of 
being involved in anti-election activities.  

 


